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ABSTRACT
This paper starts from the assumption that the

typical grading systems used by most American secondary schools need
overhauling and discusses the implementaa6on of an alternative
student evaluation system that is individualizet, noncompetitive, and
nonpunitive. Most of the paper describes a performance-based,
criterion-referenced student evaluation system developed at Concord
High School in Wilmington, Delaware. The Concord _system employs
formative evaluation, which results in interim progress reports of a
student's work in each subject area, and summative evaluation, which
summarizes a student's work for an entire course and evaluates his
level of achievement. Both the formative and summative evaluations
evaluate students on an individual, noncompetitive basis, without
using traditional grades, grade point averages, or class rankings.
Samples of both the formative and summa+ive evaluation report forms
developed at Concord are include . Th4 author emphasizes the
importance of contacting college admissions officers before
implementing an alternative stud nt evaluation system; he reports
that 90 percent of the colleges rveyed indicated their acceptance
of the new Concord system. (JG)
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It seems both lo-g-i-cala-ncl

what students have learned, rather-than what they have not learned compared

to other students. The traditional marking system "fails' because it is

punitive for the majority of students (we can't all get A's and B's). It is in7

,adequate irikeporting the kinds of learning experiences students in modern high

schools are having. As a result, new systems must be devised which will be,

positive, accurate, and descriptive of the work that has been accomplished.

. This article starts from the assumption that readers are in agreement that

the typical grading systems employed by most secondary schools in-t3 e--4puntriy

need overhauling and, consequently there will be no pontifications about the evils

of grades. What will be discussed is an eample of one alternative student

evaluation sy"Stem, the change process, and what the college admissions people

are saying aboutthese changes.

The kind of evaluation system described in the following pages takes into

.consideration the emphasis being placed on the individual learner, the de-emphasis

placed on time as a limitation to learning, and the impOrtanA of pieciseobjectives

dealing with releyaht material. It is performance based an iterion referenced.

One sucr system is being developed at Concord High School. Wilmington, relaware.
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Any system of evaluation should be based on values that-are important

to the organization. The assumptions on which this 'particular system is

based are somewhat universal and are listed below:

Learnin should be evaluated. ,Taxpayers, parents, and
s u ents eserve ruicrn35w what progress is
and the educational system needs to know its efficiency.

2. An evaluation system does not have to be competitive
vis-'a-vis student vs. student. In a sense, the only
competition necessary is the student competing with
the course objectives.

3. The best kinds of motivations are intrinsic. An atmosphere
must prevail in which students are motivated to learn as
opposed to working for grades. A positive, self-motivSting
and mert ally healthy environment will in fact result from a
non-competitive evaluation system.

C.

4. Evaluations should be individualistic. Since each individual
learns at different rates and in different ways and the curriculum
has been designed to account for those differences, an evaluation
of student progress must be appropriate to his needs.

5. Evaluation should be as specific as possible and based on actual
performance.

6. Schools have an obligation to share a student's progress with
interested parties at the students' request.

3
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There are seven basic steps to take to implement the six (6) listed

assumptions. They are as follows:

Decide the content to be learned in general, topical terms.

a a et't-m Gx-s4AT-ms e-major-topics be-learned,

3. State these.concepts in performance objectives.

4. Plan the learning activitie at will allow the learner to
achieve the stated .4 ectives, allowing for alternative
paths.

5. Design the asses
These are usuall
but have agreeme

ent tasks for major activities and objectives.
n the form of tests which' are teacher designed
with the department, team, or administration.

6. Describe the student's performance information on report forms
that relate:

A. FORMADIVE EVALUATION (interim progress' reports)

B. SUMMAhVE EVALUATION (final achievement lqvel)

7. Derive a procedure to evaluate the course based on the achievement
of the students.

Formative

Frequerl4cormative evaluation tests and other appraisals will provide an

indication of the pace and motivation of the student . They shoul also give an

indication of whether or not the student is making the n cessary effort at the

appropriate time. The appropriate use of these evaluations will help to ensure that

each set of learning tasks is sufficiently learned before subsequent learning tasks

are started. A periodic check every nine weeks or less can oe made and the results

are forwarded to parents. ch department should be responsible for developing

their own formative evaluations and the necessary forms to record same, but they

should all bp descriptive nature. An example is included.

4
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iAN3UAGE ARTS IMPARTMENT
PHASE IV

. .

will receive Proficielcy Sufficiency-
--

'4

No Credit Incomplete No Grade'for the mirking eriod ending

The following inforption is provided to indicate achievement and p

Reading Level (Phase IV Ranges 160.4704)

Standardized Reading Test (ETS Co'.Op Test),
First Test score: Date Current

Writing evaluated according tolphame expectations

Paragraphs, Superior Satisfactory Unsatisfactory
Multi- paragraph pager: Superior Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

Reading Contract: Completed .....: Not Completed

Cant nuous PZOgress Requirements

Tasks accepted: of 2 expected

§pecific Reading Skills

Test Score Date

t

Comprehension of Facts

Specific Thought Skills
Synthesis of the Zollowing elements

supporting themes
Character
Figurative Language
Point of View
Symbol
Setting
Style, . 1 .... . ... ... l
Plot Structure. . . . ... ..

Current4'hase Placement I II III IV V
Phasel,lice4nt for Next Marking Period I II II/ IV V
Attendance: Absent from class of
Student ResponsiV.lity

Brings necessary materials to class
Reads assigned materials
Completes assignments ....
Works without supervision
Participates in small group discussions. 4 ...W. r

Parent Comments:

If you wish to respond to this evaluation, please write comments
on reverse side and return this to the Language Arts Department or
call for an appointment.

Teacher

FY

ea.
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Summative

The other part of the evaluation system involves the final recording of

achieve ment referred to as the summative evaluation. The summative evaluation

his
4t

a cummary of the work pr rAina Jhp_anh iPt711:In

level vthich includes a coding system for college , Lie awacuetl, Clau
J.

general comments that would be pertinent regarding the individual student, along
A

with recommendations for future work in this area. example is included.'

The summative evaluation cap be deigned to credit for achievement

on two levels. In most cases the student can choose level at which he or

she operates. The basic achieveMent level, referred here as "sufficiency",

denotes that' the student has 'achieved or acquired the essary skills, concepts,

or attitudes that meet course standards. s sufficient level should be available

and `attainable to,all students given proper place normal time allotments,

although some may take longer than others. If a stude Does not achieve this

level and drops the course, he receives no credit. A sed, evel referred to here
4 :a

as "proficiency", signifies a, demo.nstration of unusual interest,

knowledge, ur advanced concepts. This proficiency level should be a ailable and

attainable for the majority of ttie students given (1)

tivation, skills,

propriate mode or struction

(materials aneteacher); (2) unlimited time; (3 quate tiyation. Proficien can-e
be structured to be somewhat discrimfnatin4 because the e conditions may be Jiff ,'

to meet.

A third categ y of even 'higher performance could be created which might be

referred to as "mastery": This is an arrangement which Starts after or along with

the prOficiency achievement level but in addition requires that the student contracts

to be of service to the discipline. This mastery status shotild be limited to one or

6
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SUMMAT1% HErRT - Sc ENCZ.II; PHASE 2H S392,

NAME
qt.

FINAL EVALUATION: Sufficiency Proficiency Nrei-1, ncomplete

REDIT: ---M1-starT

1. C!:.mmunicati-ns Motion in the :iealvms

Measurement
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

.7.
Motion

,

Fundamental Quantities
-eve; 16. Naked

17. Early 'reek View

Dimensional Analysis 18. CopernIc;,-3rahae
Metric System 19. Keplr.
Significant Figures 20. G-dileo

ExpoAntial Notation .21. Univerl Gravitation
Slide Rule Conse-,!atinn L^4;

22. Mass
8. Granhing 23. M-mentum

9. Average Sreed 24. Work-Enerp:v

10. Instantaneous Speed 25: Heat

,11 ¶ArJJL tie k Galileo 'Development of R, MojecIllr g-odel

12. FrAe Fall 26'. Energy of Renction

13. Vec-:..a 27. -Properties Gaser

14. Newton's Laws 28. ,:-Avogadro's Hyp'Ahesis

15. Superp-sition Principle 29. Symbols & Formlls
30. T4p M^le
31. Gas Laws
32. Molar V-lume

Lab renortsF nn complete 4o incomplete

TEACHER JBSERVATIONS:
Student Initiative

77cTracm 15Uccasionaliy

Evennesc Perf-r..

(Requests Help)

floe:

U3uaIly Treluently

trrati': neven

Attftude:,,

ra r y even Lonsi3tent

e om ooperat ve
Cornerates

Personal

sua
gooperativv ::perRtive

utter). Partially
refue: accepts

Usually
acceptc

,L4nyo accepts
fAlr

TEACHER C)MMENT3:

Tparn,,r T,11-tt;rt,
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two courses per student per year. Examples of possible mastery service are

as follows:

1) StIdent aide to a teacher

2)- Laboratory assistant

3) Tutoring

4) Special research projects

5) Writing learning packets, producing a.v. aids, etc.
;

6) Certain kinds of individual study.

The traditional transcript can be used for college admission purposes. The

symbols for the coding, in this sytem (S,P,M) would be entered as were traditional

grades in the past. Each skudent should have on file the Summative Evaluation

form for each course completed. The form contains a description of the course,

in terms of major concepts, and the specific achievements made by the student.
. .

The formats can vary with the department. When advisable these forms can be

included with college or job applications. It necessary all of the Summative

Evaluations can be sent to interested parties. However, it is more probable that

only those that specifically pertain to the stjdent's major interest are necessary.

For example a student with primary interes 8 in engineering may send the math and

science reports. Of course trans contain the regular test scores and
.---

. If
faculty recommendations, but there is qvio grade point average or class rank with

it, 4
4t.,this system. If a student does not coaplete a course or does not achieve at the--..._

"sufficiency" level in a course for whichhe-`or she is enrolled then "No Credit" is

received. This can be denoted with an N.C. on the transcript. What may be even

more fair to the student is simply not to record any record of the course, unless

requested to do so by the student.
1
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When considering changing the grading system, a school would obviously

follow their normal strategies for change which hopefully would include involve-

ment with students, parents, teachers, and other interested parties. The secret

to the change process in student evaluation, however, is very predominantly

placed in the college admissioris question. If you Can change (improve) your

studel t evaluation system and not drastically affect the colleges acceptance of those

students, tilt' you are well on the road to acceptance by parents, students and

teachers! One idea is to keep only positive grades - A, B, and maybe C and
1111,

attach performance criteria to each level (A, B, C) for each course. The same

principle applies, but the change process may be facilitated. GPA' should not be

°."'

kept or the system again becomes normative and competitive.
.

Both formal and informal contact must be made with colleges when initiating

grading changes. Surveys can be very helpful in determining the admissions offices

reactions. One such survey conducted by James Terrell, Chairman of Counseling

at Concord High School, Wilmington, Delaware is reported here.

The Performance Evaluation College AdfnissiOns Survey, along with a description

of a perfor4ance based system, was mailed to 172 colleges.

In reply to the 4uestIon,"What effect will the new evaluation system have on

our graduates chances of being accepted into your college", the college Directors of,
-u

Admissions responded as follows: 4

% in reply group
1. No affect on chances of admissiOn 60%

(examples of replies) - "Sounds great"
"Your n ev cation system is quite

oro = and won't hurt the chances
your graduates appl4ing here."

- "No effect".
"Certainly will not have a negativ'e
effect ... Your system seems superior
to any others we are familiar with,,,"

.
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1. No affect on chances of ad9iission (Cont'd.):
(examples of replies) - - "Your Systemshould enable us to make

better admission.decisions."

(1.

7

.--

- "No effect"
- Chances will be as good as it a

student were evaluated under-a-__
letter grade system."

- "We support your proposed system and
anticipate no negative'effect in,fact,
it could have a beneficial effect."L

2. Little or no effect on (-glances of admission (with qualifications)

3,10 in reply group

(examples of replils) - 30%

- "May place more reliance on the
SAT scores':

- "A special admissions committee wi
consider your students."

\`

"Little effect except in the areas wh
the out-of-state quota is 'small."

- "We will prqcess your students on an
individual basiS."

"No significant effect but we may
place more weight on SA, scores."

"May slow admissions /determination
but should be adequte."

,

3. May have a harmful effect on chances of admission
% j, reply group

1.0%

- ".Large number of applications will
make evalia tion.very difficult."

- "Adverse effect in that we look for type
of student who competes with
contemporaris ."

"30,000, freshmen applications a year
and our out-of-state quota will make
your lack of GPA and rank in class
difficult for us. However, we will
still consider your students for .

admission."

(examples of replies)

10
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As can be seen, the preliminary results'show that g0/3 of the colleges
or

responciLg inchoate that the.new evaluation system will have littl effect

on the students cticinues uf uii-ssrorr:-- ounseivis will IciVe to work y

with the schools which:".ire making Changes since there will be difficulties with'''.

the new system. One. naturally avoids penalizing students, but some will feel

they are at a disadvantage if the school is using alternative systems. Many

colleges, as well as maw high bchools , are developing"alternative ways to

evaluate students. The esta lishment of individualized instruction, behavioral

objectives,

practices.

and alternative learning patterns dictate a change in evaluative

All systems have weaknesses, but basing grades on positive attributes

seems to be worth the effort of change.

9
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